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2020 marks our 35th
year of responding to
the needs of people
experiencing
homelessness in
Albuquerque. This is
sacred work that we are
collectively called to,
and one that does not
rest.
As we continue to
press forward with
more resources,
public trust, and
socially innovative
approaches, we do so
with an army behind us.
YOU are a part of this
compassionate army.
Hope Village rendering

Your steadfast support
continues to be
instrumental in
bringing hope and
housing to hundreds of
individuals and
families each year.
Thank you for your
ongoing sustenance,
trust, and resolve to
help us end
homelessness one
individual, one family,
at a time. Together, we
will continue to build
upon this foundation –
this movement – to
activate hope and
bring transformative
change.

Thank you for helping to make
these memories possible!

FY19 Financials and
Program Information
Government
$4.73M
49%

Revenue

≈800

individuals,
families, and
children
received
housing
services

1,000+

individuals received
behavioral health
services at
HopeWorks

Private Contributions
$925k
10%

Services Income
$3.91M
41%

Behavioral Health
$4.51M
48%
Housing
$1.83M
19%

460

142,038

meals served to hungry
families and individuals

1,146

Administration
$1.27M
14%

Expenses

Employment and
Hope Found
$1.20M
13%
Day Shelter
$601k
6%

Photo: Volunteers serving meals at the HopeWorks day shelter.

individuals were placed
into permanent jobs,
providing them with
stability and a path to
self-sufficiency

8,110

individuals received
food, shelter, meals,
clothing, hygiene,
mail, and more

individuals
were encountered
by our Outreach
team in tunnels
and alleyways, they provided
information and resources to
help move them out of
homelessness
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Meet Danielle, Our
Angel Unaware
1. Tell us a little bit about yourself:
I grew up in a middle-class family in New Jersey.
My four siblings and I had a happy childhood
and never knew deprivation. I worked in many different capacities at
Sandia National Laboratories, where I met my husband, Warren. We
both enjoyed retirement, with outdoor activities and travel as our
main occupations. Now I like to help other residents in our
retirement community by participating in many committees.
2. When did you first start giving to HopeWorks and why?
I started giving to HopeWorks with Warren about 20 years ago. We
both felt blessed to have been raised by loving parents, given a
good education, and having had many opportunities in our careers.
We wanted to share our good fortune with others who could benefit
from some assistance.
3. Why do you keep giving?
As I have gotten older, and with the passing of my husband, I am
more grateful than ever to be financially secure and to live in a caring
community. It’s hard for me to imagine what it’s like to be homeless,
perhaps to be ailing, and to have nowhere to turn. HopeWorks
provides for those in this situation to have a sanctuary where they
can get needed help.
4. Do you have a personal connection to the issues of
homelessness?
I have no personal connection to homelessness but I understand
human suffering.
5. What is something about yourself that most people don’t
know.
I love “brain teasers” like sudoku, crypto-quizzes, and crossword
puzzles.
Thank you, Danielle, for your lifetime of giving and compassion.

This year, you helped
Jack reach his goals.
Jack has been a Hopeworks ACT (Assertive
Community Treatment) client for seven years.
He has been transient and homeless at
various times, losing housing due to substance use and non-medication compliance. Though he has
struggled to find stability, Jack does not believe that he has a
chronic mental illness. Jack, like many of our clients, has many
facets to his story and background. He has always loved music and
plays to help him cope with his mental health symptoms.
Jack has come a long way since we met him seven years
ago - from being evicted every couple of months to staying in the
same apartment for two years. He has found stability by working
with the ACT team to follow a treatment plan. He has also been
working to reconnect with his family. Through their shared love of
music, he and his father have been rebuilding their relationship.
He has even been able to date from time to time. Building these
personal connections and maintaining his freedom have been very
important to him.
When he started working with the ACT team, Jack mentioned that
one of his goals was to obtain a college degree. The ACT team has
helped him build this dream into his treatment plan, setting
up incremental goals to help him succeed. Since then, he has
worked diligently and recently obtained his associate’s degree
from CNM. After his graduation, he expressed that he wanted to
keep learning and working to build his future. Thanks to your
support, he is now stable and attending UNM to further his
education.

Many of our client success stories take years to build. The
road from living on the streets to being happy, healthy,
and housed is rarely linear. The sustained support of our
community and partners like you make it possible for
HopeWorks to assist people in need, no matter how long it
takes.
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To learn more about what you helped us do in
2019, please visit our website at:
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